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*Abandoned 1. forsaken or deserted. 2. unrestrained or uninhibited. 3. utterly lacking in moral restraints. 

     Uninhibited. But in a pink way. Uninhabited until now. Say it together, pink runs the show. 

Bellows
1. device used for producing a strong current of air, often to produce heat. 2. the lungs, also 

Bellows,   George Wesley, 1882-1925, U.S. painter. 

     The sway of my skirt determines the weather around here. Say it together my skirt dictates               
     the weather.

Come 
1. to approach or move toward someone or something. 2. to arrive by movement or 

progression.

     Come to know pink as an organ of the highest intelligence. Come look at the proof! 

Decorate
1. to furnish or adorn something ornamental or becoming; embellish. 2. to design the interior 

of 3. to confer distinction upon by a badge, medal or the like. 

     Pink blossoms, pink light, pink glitter, pink quill, pink ink, pink journal, pink walls, pink    
     rooms facilitate pink vision. Pink think-ing.

In Excelsis
1. : in the highest degree

     In excelsis pink. 

Forgiving
1. disposed to forgive or showing forgiveness. 2. offering the chance to recover from mistakes; 

tolerant.

     Pink forgives. You can’t hurt it. It’s not a god/dess. It will not punish or ever forsake you. It 
     will always just be. 



GitHub 1. : like the brain, stores and manages information. Unlike the brain, a repository many people 
can work on all at once; tracks history, iterations, changes

    Technology that runs the pink non-linear way. As a side, when it   
     has big controversies it fixes them instead of hides them. 

Helioplex 1. : a formulation of broad-spectrum ultraviolet (UVA and UVB) skin protection  
containing avobenzone and oxybenzone made by Neutrogena.

     Consider the side effects of the protection you seek. 

Inquiry
1. : a seeking or request for truth, information, or knowledge. 2. : an investigation, as into an 

incident. 3. : a question; query. 

     What do you want to know? Everything I need to know is revealed to me at the right time    
      and in the right sequence.

Joke
1. : anything said or done to provoke laughter or cause amusement. 3. : something amusing or 

ridiculous.

      Someone told me you look like an owl.

          (Owls represent wisdom, knowledge, change, transformation, intuitive development, and 
          trusting the mystery. They are tied to the spiritual symbolism of “death” which brings    
          about new beginnings with a higher understanding and evolved perspective. Owls can  
          show up when you are being asked to listen to your intuition.)

Knowing 1. : affecting or revealing shrewd knowledge or secret information. 2. : having knowledge or 
information, intelligent. 

     Going beyond intentions. Knowing something bigger and better can happen if I don't apply a   
     choke hold.

Letting 1. : to allow or permit 2. : to allow to pass, go, or come

     Letting go of control. Letting things happen. Letting you know. Letting go of sharing joy   
     with people who only want to see you suffer. Letting go of toxic situations. Letting go of my 
     mother. Letting go of needing it to be a certain way. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ultraviolet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avobenzone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxybenzone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neutrogena


Meander 1. : to proceed by a winding or indirect course 2. : to wander aimlessly; ramble 3. : a winding 
path or course

     I only know how to meander. Pink meanders. Isn't pressed. 

Not 1. : used to express negation, denial, refusal, prohibition, etc 

     It's not what you think it is. It’s not what you think it isn’t either. Not you, too. 

Open 1. : not closed or barred at the time, as a doorway or passageway by a door. 2. : a public or 
unconcealed state or position

     We opened the gate. The sun openly shines. We can open our eyes.

Period 1. : menstrual cycle 2. : space of time 3.  : end point

     Striving for life. Resisting an endpoint. Flowing through time. 

Questions 1. : inquiry; interrogation 

     Curiosity uncovers mysteries otherwise hidden. We can honor our questions by asking them,         
     by thanking them for coming to us, to point us in the direction of our next step.

Remember 1. : awake 2. : record 

     Our memories as reference points to where we have been and how far we have come. 

Studious 1. : deliberate 2. eager 3. : intentional

     We can labor towards messy change and improve

Twilight 1. : half light 2. : an intermediate state that is not clearly defined 3. : a period of decline

     Pink appears at twilight

Underneath 1. : below

     Facts, feelings and story, like an iceberg, mostly below the surface. 

Venison 1. : the edible flesh of a game animal and especially a deer

     He went hunting every winter but I never knew what venison was until much later in life.



*“A generous heart is always open, always ready to receive our going and coming. In the midst of such love we need 
never fear abandonment. This is the most precious gift true love offers - the experience of knowing we always 
belong.” ― Bell Hooks, All About Love: New Visions

Why 1. : for what cause, reason, or purpose

     If you won't tell me I will have to leave. 

X 1. : an unknown quantity, 2. : to cancel or obliterate with a series of x's —usually used 
with out

     There is x amount of violence in their thoughts.  There is x amount of love in their hearts.   
     Let's x-out the mistakes of the past. No, let's make them right. 

Yes 1. : used as a function word to express assent or agreement 2. —used as a function word to 
indicate uncertainty or polite interest or attentiveness

     Yes can mean different things. It’s hard to know. Better to say hell yes if you really do mean  
     it though. 

Zero 1. : denoting the absence of all magnitude or quantity 2. : to bring to bear on the exact range of 
a target —usually used with in

     Zero time for things abandoned. Zero-ing in on pink thoughts, pink process, pink power. 

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/270045

